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Overview

Smart and sustainable manufacturing systems are rapidly evolving in response to global competitiveness and demands from industry. In order to address rapid developments in the state of the art, this special issue addresses specific technology infrastructures for enabling smart manufacturing and brings various stakeholders to address call for action in research and technology issues, viewpoint on gaps, challenges, opportunities, and disruptive technologies in transitioning research to technology, to product, and to market place. The traditional IT brings together all needed technologies for information processing. Operational Technologies (OT), alternatively, support physical value creation through the use of sensors and software necessary to predict, control and monitor plant and equipment.

This special issue includes thirteen peer-reviewed papers addressing the state of the art in technology infrastructure for smart manufacturing. The first paper by Raman et al. presents the outcomes from a workshop at the National Institute of Standards and Technology that brought together thought leaders in academia, industry, and government with the aim to define advanced manufacturing research and educational needs for improving manufacturing process performance through improved sustainability metrics, modeling approaches, and decision support methods. The results are recommendations for future research responding to the short-, mid-, and long-term needs of the advanced manufacturing community for enabling smart and sustainable manufacturing. This is followed by three papers providing an overview of domains critical to smart and sustainable manufacturing: Lynn et al. provide the state of integrated CAM/CNC control systems with a path towards smarter CNC; Morris, Lu, and Frechette establish foundations for information governance for smart manufacturing; and Bärring, Johansson, and Stahre provide a state of digital technologies enabling data of production systems for decision support.

The next series of papers describe methodologies and approaches to enable transformation in smart and sustainable manufacturing. Duffy et al. describe a methodology for digitally logging and analyzing manufacturing issues encountered on a factory floor. The approach sets the stage for a more complete digital transformation. Hu et al. describe approaches for privacy preserving data mining in smart manufacturing and highlights a technique for enhancing cyber-security while managing the digital transformation in manufacturing. The theme continues in the paper by Puranik et al. by benchmarking deep neural network architectures for machining tool anomaly detection. This is capped by the paper by Adrita et al. that describes the development of a decision support system to enable adaptive manufacturing. These operational technologies are critical for the transition to smart and sustainable manufacturing.

The remaining papers describe applications where technologies for smart manufacturing are employed. Additive manufacturing will undoubtedly become more integrated in future manufacturing. Nakkina et al. describe how smart manufacturing technologies are applied to the identification of microstructures in 3D printed Ti-6Al-4V using acoustic emission cepstrum. Wang et al. demonstrate the use of neural networks in smart acoustic emission sensing in composite machining. Smart machining is further developed by Wang, Wagner, and Guo, with process monitoring enabled by contextualized process profiles for synchronization. Smart finishing of parts is described by Kamath,
Linke, and Chu by enabling advanced process control for manual grinding operations. The special issue ties these processes together with the final paper by Nåfors et al. and an application of a hybrid digital twin concept for factory layout planning.

The resulting special issue on technology infrastructure for smart and sustainable manufacturing contains some of the most recent and state of the art advances in the field by experts from around the world. We are certain that the range of papers will prove beneficial to researchers as they examine the state of the art and build upon the foundations. We have also endeavored to provide applications to demonstrate these technologies on applicable advanced manufacturing systems and operations.
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